
Environment 

 

What you thought the world was, is lost. 

Shrouded in a sea of eternal darkness, ashes of the past still remain. But none dare to venture 

out. Some have, but not a soul ever came back out of the shadowy depths. This is the last 

environment of mankind. And what lies above the surface, no one knows. Well, none but me 

that is. Underneath raging whirlpools and tsunamis is my home, if you would call it that. But 

really it’s a glass dome hammered to the ocean floor with bones. I dare not tell you too much. 

If one of the Leaders of this place were to find out, I’d be hanged for treason. 

 

 Inside translucent plastic air bubbles where the residents dwell at night, is my sister, 

desperately ill and needing a doctor. Yet we are too poor to afford one, so I fear she will pass 

away from this world. Probably a good thing for her too. There is no joy here for a frail six year 

old girl, except for sitting, daydreaming about the old world above. The world which is now 

lost. 

 

 I have wasted too much time even telling you this, I must make my way to the work fields. 

When I say field, what do you imagine? A green, lush grassland, with flowers waving in the cool 

breeze? Not these fields, they are thin, metal sheets with dry soil scattered unevenly across 

them. They stretch on for what seems like miles when you have to water, plant and pull up 

vegetation for half the day. Your hands blistered and sore from rubber handles and itchy 

gloves.  

 

The other half of my day is spent on the farm, where there are ten thousand small, wire cages, 

all neatly stacked up together, filled with chickens. We have to clear out  the dead ones and 

collect the eggs, and sometimes we have to skin them and make them ready for cooking. The 

chicken we will never eat.  

 

This place is divided up into two sections. The first one, the one where I live, is the poor one. 

The lighting is always dim and the temperature is near freezing. The people living in here refer 

to it as the ‘Twilight Rooms.’ There are no windows allowing us to see the murky, black sea, 

unlike the rooms above. 

 

The rooms above are the ‘Sunlight Rooms.’ Golden light ripples through the warm corridors 

and luxury feather beds lie in every room. Windows that let you watch the few fish there are 

swim. It is just beautiful.  

 

I see people drifting through corridors, souls ripped and torn by many years long labour here, 

their eyes dead, spirits crushed, they have not even the energy to talk to each other. Clothed in 

musty grey overalls, they look a miserable sight. We are given nothing to eat but seaweed and 

gruel, and many die of starvation. Not me, I steal and I forage, anything to keep my family 

alive. 
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